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Abstract
Introduction: Augmenting the malar area enhances the angularity and fullness of the mid face. Pop culture portrays people with
high malar prominence and angular faces as beautiful and exotic. (1) On the other hand, people with mid face deficiency tend to
have a gaunt or hollow mid face leading to increased show of the sclera inferior to the pupil.
Materials and Method: Thirty Class I and 30 Class III CBCT images (16 male, 14 female - each group) between the age group
of 14-20 years were included in the study. Data collected from the patients reporting to the Insight CBCT Center, Pune. The
CBCT images were analyzed with creation of hard and soft tissue slices for PPA and results were drawn with statistical analysis.
Results: The Class I male horizontal slices had smaller measurements (P<.05) in both the soft and hard tissue than Class III by
0.4 to 1.5 mm at nearly nine measurements of PPA. The Class III sample pattern profile measurements were larger by 0.6 to 1.7
mm. The laterality measurements also found to be larger for the Class III as compared to Class I.
Discussion & Conclusion: Class III males found to have a larger mid face deficiency than Class I male. Anterior component of
the Class III male’s mid face showed posterior positioning. Class I and Class III female sample showed similar size and position
of the mid facial complex (Statistically Insignificant). Class III male’s mid facial deficiency was more, mid face complex
positioned further laterally and elongated more anteriorly as compared to the Class I male and female Class III.
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Introduction
Malar augmentation is a common procedure among
plastic surgeons and otolarygologists.(1) Oral surgeons
use different designs of Le Fort I, II, and III surgical
procedures to help increase malar projection during
orthognathic surgery.(2-4) Increasing the malar area
enhances the angularity and fullness of the mid face.
Pop culture portrays people with high malar
prominence and angular faces as beautiful and exotic.(1)
On the other hand, people with mid face deficiency tend
to have a gaunt or hollow mid face leading to increased
show of the sclera inferior to the pupil.(5,6) The hollow
mid face creates a perpetually tired, worn out, older and
sad appearance.(1,7) Aging augments the hollowness as
soft tissue atrophy and sagging reduce malar soft tissue
prominence and move it more inferior.(8)
To achieve facial beauty there must be balance
among the facial promontories.(9) The nose, lips, chin,
glabella, and malar prominence related to each other
and they create a positive perspective within the face.(10)
Any single promontory out of proportion with the rest
makes the other promontories more or less protrusive.
A large nose decreases the apparent size of the chin and
malar prominences. Flat malar areas make the nose
large and unseemly. Likewise, a large nose masked by
augmenting the malar prominences and chin.(11)
Orthodontists are concerned with establishing
facial beauty and balance. In particular, they diagnose
and treat according to the facial profile and the effects
that treatment will have on the facial profile.(12,13) The
lips move in proportion to the amount of tooth

movement and lip fullness can be increased or
decreased
with
orthodontic
treatment.(14,15)
Additionally, the relationship of the maxilla and
mandible and their relationship to the profile of the
patient given utmost consideration.(16) In patients with
retrognathic mandibles, treatment plans are created to
advance the mandible or reduce the prominence of the
maxilla to mask the mandibular retrusion.(17)
Mandibular advancement decreases the perception of
mid face fullness or increases the hollowness of a
patient already deficient. Mandibular setback would
increase the perception of the malar fullness.
In three dimensions, the malar prominence
becomes more important. The prominence creates
width to the anterior face and cheek fullness. The
orthodontic treatments affecting the mandible and lips
also affect the perception of the nose and malar
prominence.(18) Skeletally Class III individuals have
maxillae that are by definition behind the mandible and
thus should appear to have increased incidence of malar
deficiency.
Misdiagnosis of facial asymmetry can result in
inaccurate orthodontic treatment plans. Precise
evaluation of facial asymmetry is a key step in
orthodontic diagnosis.(19) Consequently, in recent years,
the use of CBCT for evaluation of facial asymmetry has
become more common. CBCT not only overcomes the
disadvantages of 2D radiographs without exposing the
patient to high levels of radiation and great
expense(20,21) but also improves the ability to understand
the 3D nature of facial asymmetry, enabling the
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simultaneous evaluation of both hard and soft tissues,
and enhances treatment outcomes.(22,23) Recent studies
have recommended the use of CBCT for diagnosing
facial asymmetry and classified 3D imaging as the best
method for understanding a patient's morphology.(24)
The introduction of three-dimensional imaging
techniques injected new vitality into the study of facial
dimensions. Facial dimensions could now be measured
as they actually are and not as projections of threedimensional objects on to two-dimensional surfaces.
The limit is no longer photographs, videos and twodimensional x-rays. Initially, the use of linear
measurements and angles previously used in twodimensional studies was applied to the threedimensional images.(25) However, treatment outcomes
now possible to analyze volumetrically and compare to
determine changes in volume ratios brought about by
various treatment techniques. Further, hard and soft
tissue surface characteristics and changes could be
mapped and portrayed via isolines and color maps.(22,26)
Current methods of three-dimensional analysis include
magnetic resonance imaging, three-dimensional
cephalometry, conventional computed tomography,
optical three-dimension surface imaging and cone-beam
computed tomography. Optical three-dimensional
surface imaging and cone-beam computed tomography
are those most utilized in the orthodontic research.(24,27)
The purpose of this CBCT study is to evaluate and
compare the mid face dimensions of untreated class I
and class III individuals using CBCT.
Materials and Method
Thirty Class I and 30 Class III CBCT images (16
male, 14 female - each group) between the age group of
14-20 years were taken for the study. Data collected
from the patients reporting to the Insight CBCT Center,
Pune. Informed consent obtained from all the
participants. The teeth placed in maximum intercuspation and the head in natural head posture. The
resolution was 1024 x 1024 and 12 bits per pixel
equaling 4096 scales of gray. Scans taken in the F mode
with a twelve-inch field of view, two mA and 120kV.
Horizontal slices taken of the mid face area from each
CBCT. A pattern profile analysis completed on each
slice of both the hard and soft tissue mid face
dimensions. Measurements made relating the analysis
to the patient’s midline (Y-axis) and cranial base (Xaxis). The initial search completed in Dolphin Imaging
version 11.0 using the cephalometric data search
function. The initial search criteria used included
patients from 14 to 20 years old and the ANB angle to
determine Class I or Class III status. ANB angles of
less than 0 degrees considered Class III and ANB
angles of 0.1 to 3.1 degrees considered Class I. The
samples segregated into male and female and visually
inspected for race. Patients with multiple missing teeth,
no initial photos, clefts or apparent syndromes
excluded. The remaining Class I sample was larger than

the Class III sample and so matched to the Class III
sample by the number of each sex. The sample was
subsequently de-identified.
Creation of Slices: In the Dolphin Imaging Software
version 11.0, each cone-beam was oriented with the
transporonal axis and Frankfort horizontal parallel to
the floor with the right infraorbital rim as the anterior
reference. Using the Build X-rays Tool, a
submentovertex horizontal slice generated at the level
of both porion and the right infraorbital rim. The slice
thickness varied from 2 to 4 mm in order to include all
structures needed within the slice. It was necessary to
make this slice 4 to 6 mm thick in order to visualize all
structures. All slices then moved into the Corel
DESIGNER X4, version 14.1 for further analysis. (Fig.
1 & 2).

Fig. 1: Corel Designer X4, Version 14.1, A
Submentovertex horizontal slice

Fig. 2: Horizontal & Oblique slices – Mid face area
from each CBCT
Pattern Profile Analysis and Image Measurement: A
pattern profile analysis was completed for each slice on
the right malar hard tissue similar to Roberts,(22,26) but
with modifications (Fig. 3). The anterior point of the
pattern profile analysis was the junction of the anterior
projection of the maxilla along the lateral wall of the
nose with the anterior border of the maxilla inferior to
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the orbital rim. As a further reference in locating the
point, these two walls create a triangle of bone with the
lateral wall of the nasal cavity when viewed in cross
section. The center of the base of the triangle of bone
used as the anterior point.
The posterior point defined using the posterior
border of the internal arc of the zygomatic arc anterior
to the articular tubercle as a reference. A line (Called
the “X-Axis”) parallel to the transcoronal axis was
drawn from the depth of the arc laterally to the lateral
border of the zygomatic arch (Fig. 1).(21)

Statistical analysis: The data coded and entered into
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Analysis completed using
SPSS version 15 (SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL, USA)
Windows software program. The variables assessed for
normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Descriptive statistics were calculated. Means of both
groups compared by independent student t-test. Level
of significance was set at p=0.05.
Results
Thirty Class I and 30 Class III CBCT images (16
male, 14 female - each group) between the age group of
14-20 years were taken for the study. Data collected
from the patients reporting to the Insight CBCT Center,
Pune. The Class I male horizontal slices had smaller
measurements (P<.05) in both the soft and hard tissue
than Class III by 0.4 to 1.5 mm at nearly all 9
measurements. The Class III pattern profile
measurements were larger by 0.6 to 1.7 mm. The
laterality measurements found to larger for the Class III
as compared to Class I. In the female sample, no
significance difference existed in the Class I and Class
III PPA measurements on the horizontal slices (Fig. 4,
4a, 4b).

Fig. 3: Pattern Profile Analysis
The anterior and posterior points connected with a
line (Called the “Baseline”) and divided into 10
segments. At the junction of each segment, a
perpendicular measurement (Called the “Pattern Profile
Analysis Measurement”) taken from the baseline to the
border of the malar hard tissue. Pattern profile analysis
measurements were labeled 1 through 9 from posterior
to anterior.
To create the pattern profile analysis for the soft
tissue the hard tissue landmarks used as reference (Fig.
3). The anterior point transposed anteriorly along a line
45 degrees to the transporonal axis until the soft tissue
border was met. The posterior point was determined
from the X-axis line. The posterior point transposed
along this line onto the border of the soft tissue. All
measurements then calculated using the same procedure
as previously outlined.
Finally, a Cartesian coordinate system was created
using the X-axis and a line dividing the face in half
based on of an average of the cranial base structures
and the width of the piriform aperture. Using the
Cartesian coordinate system, cranial measurements
made relating the pattern profile analysis to other
cranial structures. The X and Y distances measured for
the anterior point. The X distance measured for the
posterior point. Finally, the posterior most intersection
of the cranial base and the Y-axis measured. The
absolute value of each distance recorded for
comparison.

Fig. 4: Male hard tissue horizontal slice Classs1
versus Class III

Fig. 4a: Male soft tissue horizontal slice Class 1 v.s.
Class III
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Fig. 4b: Female soft tissue horizontal slice Class 1
v.s. Class III
The Class I male and female pattern profile
analysis showed no significant differences. Moreover,
the cranial measurements in the Class I male and
female comparison were not significant, with two
exceptions. The hard tissue horizontal slice indicated
that the male anterior point X value was 1 mm larger
and that the posterior point X value was 1.4 mm larger.
The comparison of Class III male and female
pattern profile analysis found that Class III males to be
significantly greater (P < 0.05) for all points on the hard
tissue horizontal slices. Significant differences with the
PPA values for male being larger at points 1 through 4
by 0.4 to 0.9 mm. The horizontal soft tissue slice
indicated no significant differences between the male
and female slices. The cranial measurements found that
the males had significantly greater measurements at the
anterior point Y value, the posterior point X value and
the baseline value. The males had larger anterior point
Y values by 4.4 to 5.5 mm, larger posterior point X
values by 2.6 to 3.0 mm and larger baseline
measurements. On the other hand, the cranial base
measurement for the males was significantly smaller by
1.8 to 1.9 mm, thus indicating that the cranial base
point was closer to the X-axis in males (Fig. 5 & 5a).

Fig. 5: Male vs. Female Class III hard tissue
horizontal Slice

Fig. 5a: Male vs. Female Class III soft tissue
horizontal Slice
Discussion
Craniofacial
asymmetry
previously
been
investigated using several different diagnostic methods.
In the past, postero-anterior radiographs suggested for
evaluation of facial asymmetry.(28) However, studies
showed that these radiographs have limited reliability
and provide incomplete assessment of soft tissues.
Furthermore, they are subject to superimposition
problems for deeper bony structures and rotation effects
related to the patient's head position.(9,29) Hwang et al(30)
reported that this technique is not suitable for
determining chin morphology, which is the region of
the craniofacial complex most affected by
asymmetry.(31)
Present study identifies the presence of soft tissue
camouflage for hard tissue asymmetries in all three
planes of spacing using 3D hard and soft tissue
imaging. Thirty Class I and 30 Class III CBCT images
(16 male, 14 female - each group) between the age
group of 14-20 years were taken for the study. One of
the benefits of the pattern profile analysis is that it
enables comparison between similar structures on two
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different individuals even though the structures are of
different sizes. It does so by taking the same number of
pattern profile measurements equally spaced along the
baseline of each structure. Therefore, even though two
objects may have different baseline lengths, their
heights at each pattern profile measurement correspond
to similar locations on each structure.
In Class III male, the pattern profile analysis shows
that the Class III malar deficiency is greater. The
comparison of female Class I and Class III is instructive
as well. The pattern profile analysis showed that there
was no significant difference between the malar
prominence of the female Class I and Class III
individuals. However, there was a significant difference
in the anterior Y point and the baseline measurements,
but not the cranial base and the posterior point
measurements.
While comparing the male and female slices, the
Class I male was 1 mm wider at the anterior and
posterior X values on the hard tissue horizontal slice.
Moreover, the pattern profile analysis showed no a
difference on any slice or the hard or soft tissue.
The Class I male horizontal slices had smaller
measurements (P<.05) in both the soft and hard tissue
than Class III male measurements by 0.4 to 1.5 mm at
nearly all 9 measurements. The Class III pattern profile
measurements were larger by 0.6 to 1.7 mm. Ko et al
found that more than 85% of their patients with skeletal
Class III had facial asymmetry and deviated structural
midlines.(31-33) Therefore, it was appropriate to select
class III malocclusions for the study.
Class III male and female pattern profile analysis
comparison found the Class III males to be significantly
larger (P < .03) for all points on the hard tissue
horizontal slices by 1 to 2 mm. Cranial measurements
depict that the males had significantly larger
measurements. The Class III male was larger than the
Class III female in nearly all of the pattern profile
analysis measurements, the anterior point Y
measurements, the posterior point X values and the
baseline measurements, but had a shorter cranial base
measurement. Hence, the actual size of the malar
prominence was greater and its position relative to other
cranial structures was more prominent.
Limitation of the study is average age and sample
size. A more accurate representation of the differences
in the malar complex between Class I and Class III
individuals is possible, if a larger sample size is opted
for future study where all of the participants had
finished growing. Further, sexual dimorphism exists in
the Class III population. This can be a promising
futuristic study to define the malar augmentation
decisions in male and female class III patients to
improve their facial appearance.
Conclusion
Class III male sample found to have a larger mid
face deficiency than Class I male. Anterior component

of the Class III male’s mid face showed posterior
positioning. Class I and Class III female sample showed
similar size and position of the mid facial complex
(Statistically Insignificant). Class III male’s mid facial
deficiency was more, mid face complex positioned
further laterally and elongated more anteriorly as
compared to the Class I male and female Class III.
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